
// objective
In June 2007, CircleLending, a company that managed private loans between family and friends, undertook a 
project to redesign its website. The objectives of the project were basic and simple: drive new prospects to 
CircleLending.com and create a better user experience for them once they were there.

That changed a few weeks later, when CircleLending was suddenly acquired by Sir Richard Branson and his Virgin 
Group. The site relaunch was immediately transformed into an enormous Virgin Money brand launch, complete 
with an entire site build, online and offline creative, a public relations extravaganza, launch events for VIPs and 
the general public, a sweepstakes and appearances by Sir Richard, himself.

I was brought in by the Founder/CEO and Virgin, and Mullen was hired.  Their site redesign team instantly 
expanded to include the public relations, account service, interactive and creative needs of the 
CircleLending/Virgin client. But the biggest challenge: we had only 14 weeks to pull everything off!

// success metrics
With an established user base, the goal of the CircleLending website redesign was to enhance the CircleLending 
user experience to drive conversions of visitors to customers.

Under the auspices of the Virgin Money brand and company launch, those goals changed. With a new brand and 
new corporate identity, our established objective was to maintain site traffic and sales through the new brand 
launch. This was to be accomplished through the site design itself, as well as our collective advertising, public 
relations and event activities.



// limitations and obstacles
Working with Virgin, there are no limitations, only opportunities. Everything is on the table. 
With a caveat.

Every element, down to the cocktail stirrers at the launch event, must support the Virgin brand. 
No detail is too small. No stone is ever left unturned. No opportunity is ever missed.

In the case of Virgin Money, time was our only potential limiting factor. We were given just over 
three months to go from concept to full execution to launch—not just a new brand, but to 
transform an entire company into a new entity with a new culture.

On the surface, our work encompassed a new website, digital creative, planning and 
implementation of two events – working with Jack Morton Worldwide, all event-related items, 
a sweepstakes and all the media relations planning, development and outreach leading up to 
and following the company launch.

But on a much deeper level, we were defining what Virgin Money was. We were helping 
CircleLending employees not only understand, but embrace a new corporate culture that was 
decidedly different. At the same time, we were reassuring established CircleLending customers 
that the service they had come to know and trust would continue to serve their needs, while 
expanding and growing with the infusion of Virgin Money resources.

// the solution
Our entire campaign was built around the idea that Virgin Money is a financial revolution that 
is “changing the face of money.” Lending between family and friends has been going on for 
generations. It’s pretty much a no-brainer because the financial benefits are obvious. 
Unfortunately, on such loans, defaults and emotional stress are the norm.

Enter Virgin Money that provides easy loan documentation and servicing, promissory notes, 
title checks and tax reporting. Virgin saw a real opportunity to put consumers in control of their 
dreams by helping to manage loans between family and friends. They offered greater control, 
flexibility and much better rates. As we said, they were “changing the face of money.”



On the eve of the launch, Virgin Money held a quiet celebration in downtown Boston with friends 
and family in a typical Virgin manner. There was a drum corps. A red carpet. Photographers. Drag 
queens in colonial garb. A huge party. Live music. Drinking and dancing until all hours. After all, we 
had a big day ahead of us and needed our rest.

The launch itself? In Copley Square. A motorbike motorcade through town. Cannons. (Yes, 
cannons.) Models. A sweepstakes. A huge digital billboard. A speech by Richard Branson. Morning 
talk shows. A trip on Sir Richard’s private jet to New York for more media interviews. Coast-to-coast 
media coverage. Print ads. Radio ads. Online ads. And we did that redesign of their website, too.

You know, just your ordinary Monday morning in Boston. 

Following all of this, Mullen and Virgin Money launched new products, produced new flights of 
radio, continually tweaked the website based on incoming metrics, written newsletters, created 
new campaigns for new products like student loans, conducted usability research and came up 
with creative ways to move the Virgin Money brand forward.

// results
The event and subsequent media relations blitz with Richard Branson resulted in major public 
relations visibility. All told, our launch PR efforts generated more than 630 million media 
impressions, including coverage in Fortune’s Small Business, Reuters, The Los Angeles Times, The 
New York Times, The Wall Street Journal and USA Today, as well live appearances and coverage on 
the Today Show, CNBC’s Closing Bell and Fox Business Network’s America’s Nightly Scoreboard.

From a Web and business perspective we not only maintained site traffic and sales through the 
launch of Virgin Money, we grew it. During the six-month launch period, site traffic sustained 50% 
growth. Lead volume grew 300%, and sales were up 40%. In short, it was a success.
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